Abstract
Introduction
It is difficult to make a decision about their opinion through discussion in their distributed location. Also, because of variety option, it is take a long time to make their decision. To overcome like that, group decision system was come into the world. One of them is TAmI, which is for group decision based on ambient intelligence [1] . This system was composed with IGATA [2] , webmeeting and database system. However, there is no security module between hosts and server, which is sending IP / Password without any security module like encryption / decryption. Attackers can get ID / Password to the bad purpose. There is some kind of attacks like DDoS/DoS (Distributed Denial of Service / Denial of Service), Spoofing, and Fake Server etc in TAmI. We suggested some methods dynamic small group involving hash processing of ID / Password to prevention information opening, generation / sharing the group key to group authentication, etc. This methodology has been applied to solve this problem by using ID / Password Hash function. This article is consisted of the next, Section 2 is for Ambient Intelligence, TAmI, Set RMI security and threats to security. We described our proposed method that name is the Structure of Security Server in Section 3. There are hash function using ID / Password, Group / User key using, then in Section 4 is for analysis of our simulation using NS2. Finally last Section 5 is for conclusion.
Related Work

Ambient Intelligence
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) concept was introduced in 2001 by ISTAG (European Commission's IST Advisory Group) [6] , and provides a vision of the Information Society where people are surrounded by intelligent intuitive interfaces that are embedded in all kinds of objects and an environment that is capable of recognizing and responding to the presence of different individuals in a seamless, unobtrusive and often invisible way. In that sense AmI refers to a digital environment that proactively, but sensibly, assists people in their daily lives [7] . We can find examples of Ambient Intelligent (AmI) applications in several environments: smart homes, smart offices, intelligent meeting rooms, ambient healthcare, smart classrooms [3] . These "intelligent" or "smart" environments and systems interact with human beings in a helpful, adaptive, active and unobtrusive way. These environments/systems may still be proactive acting autonomously anticipating the user's needs, and in some circumstances they may even replace the user.
TAmI
TAmI (A Group Decision Making Toolkit for Ambient Intelligence) follows the McGraph tasks model for group work. McGrath(1984) built a model joining different kind of tasks performed by a group, based on the analysis of the work group, the carried tasks and the procedures associated to the tasks. Two different axis and four quadrants compose it. The axis describes tasks and attitudes necessary to decision making execution. Conceptual or behavioral distinction is made by the horizontal axis and the vertical axis categorizing the tasks in order to support conflict resolutions or collaboration attitudes. TAmI tools support the decision process in 3 of the four McGrath quadrants. They are the generation, choose and the negotiation. The execution quadrant was excluded because here are performed tasks on behavioral domain and that required only the execution of what was decided and documented. As we can see in introduction GDSS in general aims to reduce losses associated to group. In that order TAmI system promote sources of process gains by exposing the group thought on a determined problem in terms of ideas, alternatives and criterion. The sources of losses are controlled by characteristics such as anonymity and others constraints that can be configured by the meetings facilitator. Decisions in organizations occur during an act designed of meeting. According to Dubs e Hayne [12] there are three phases in a meeting as seen in the figure 1.
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Figure 1. Meeting Phases
For each one of these phases exist a number of tasks that should be performed and the tools provided by TAmI respect this hierarchy and do not mixture the tasks that must be performed in which phase. In a global view the TAmI goal is to support Group Decision Making process in Ambient Intelligence environment. For that it is necessary to supply the toolkit with sensors that can make the decision room (where the physical meeting occurs) "feel" what is happening in order to support and facilitate the users in the data generation/handling. This will allow to pass all the meeting data to several different kind of equipments bringing to the meeting a ubiquitous and distributed access.
Set RMI Security
Security keeps by restricting the task that a remote client can do them in RMI usable Hosts. Basically, the Network security policy of JDK 1.2 only allows the hosts with set the permission java.net.SocketPermission "localhost:1024-", "listen"; that those are local host allowed "listen". Therefore, if we run a sockets program, we have to give proper permission to them and RMI using is also the same way. In general, to add the security policy file, we defines like this, java -Djava.security.policy=filename classname. When we use the applet over Applet viewer, if we add the security policy file, we can set it below appletviewer -JDjava.security.policy=filename URL.
Threats to Security
DDoS: DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attack is to exhaust the CPU, the memory, communications bandwidth, making these resources slow or unavailable. Finally, the purpose is to make impossible to use them. The purpose of DDoS is killing the availability. Availability means that the correct users always can use the system. Sniffing: Sniffing means to see illegally the other user's packet in networks. That is, we can call sniffing as wiretappings the network traffic. Most of people can get other user's ID / Password with hacking tool. Therefore, they easily can do the illegal works with other user's ID / Password.
Fake Server: Fake server can give the wrong data to all users. The data make them mistake and misunderstand. With this step, they can get user's information. Recently, it knows as Pishing to us. If attackers make the fake skeleton and operating, they connect to correct RMI Stub, and the attackers easily get other's information.
Malicious Code: Malcious Code, which includes all and any programs, which are deliberately coded to cause an unexpected event on a user's end host or device.
DNS Attacks: DNS Attacks, which attempt to subvert a key component of the Internet's underlying architecture responsible for name resolution.
Routing Attacks: Routing Attacks, which attempt to exploit other key components of the Internet's underlying infrastructure by maliciously modifying the routing information update packets sent by routing protocols.
The Structure of Security Server
In this article, we suggest the method that it is use hash function and transferring / comparing in order to protect the Password exposure in IP / Password using. And our idea was based on JAAS (Java Authentication and Authorization Service). JAAS's components are Subject, Principal, Client and LoginContext, Hoon Ko , Carlos Freitas , Goreti Marreiros , and Carlos Ramos Configuration File, Provider, Java Policy File and JAAS Policy File. Subject is an identity in System that gives the allowing of Authentication. The Subject can be real user or a device, process. It is expressed by class of javax.secrity.auth.Subject. Figure 2 shows us the proposed model that Security Server (SS) was added into former model. SS has the policy file defined Security policy. You can get the sequence diagram of each authentication in Figure 3 . First, User sends (ID, Current_Time) to IGTAI RMI Client (1). The received values will be element for hash processing in SS (2)(5). Whenever users ask the connection, because they send Current_Time, they can get difference hash value every process (1)(2)(5). Next, the processed HVu from Hash(ID ∥ Password ∥ Current_Time) will be sent to SS (3) . IGTAI RMI Client sent SS 'Request Authentication' after get HVu (4). SS generates HVs using Hash Function through the same way with User (5). After generate it, it compares HVs with ID / HVu from User, if they are same (6) then send 'Allow Authentication' (7) and 'joining message' (9), else 'Reject Authentication' will be sent to IGTAI RMI Client (8) . Figure 4 shows us the Hash processing steps, UP(User Process) means a user, SP(Server Process). UP i-1 means that it is waiting ID/Passwd before hashing; UP i is just before hash function taking. Before the security set, it needs to send ID/Passwd in order to join the Group Decision, that is, it will be sent in UP i state, UP i+1 is in state of hash completion at last. (%%), (??) that expressed inside, mean no one knows that. In side SP takes the same processing with UP. The final generated values UP(%%), SP(??) will be compared each other.
The Structure
Users
Authentication Steps
Key Graph
The difference point between previous method and proposed method is whether they are sharing the same key to the all members or not. That is, All network are keeping each SuGroupKey(SGK) by SubGroup(SG). In addition, though GroupManager(GM) generates SGK, only GM sends SGK by each SGM then SGM sends next key in connection (GK||SGK). Finally, they can share each difference GK after generation. But, in old methods, all networks always keep the same GK.
Figure 5. Key Graphs
The key graphs, which I proposed model is in figure 5 . In this model, we let SubRoot takes their SubMember in order to keep securing. Accordingly, they directly take a processing of authentication to SS to data transferring speed based on hierarchical structure because too many key transferring is getting slow. So, if there are small member group, then they will be merged (network 4 / 5). Because network 5 has only one member (n20), usually n20 receives the key from SubRoot of network 4. As you see the figure 6, Root(n1) generates the session key (SKn1) using n1's key (Kn1). And, it sends the key after encryption with each key (n5, n11, n17) controlled by SubRoot. It can be generated their characteristics authentication key after connection (SubRoot's key|| SKn1) for joining to group. 
Lightweight the second key structure
We divided three layers, K-nodes, M-nodes, Hnodes in consideration the group's scale in order to make a lightweight of key generation / management in this model [ Figure 6 ]. The aim of K-nodes is to generate the first GK(Kn1) and distributing to M-nodes as Root. K-nodes are having unique key of all group member (Kn1, Kn2, …. , Kn20). M-nodes, which received Kn1 generates the second GK after connection (Kn1||M-nodes.UnigueKey) then send it to H-node's member. At this time, because each SGM generates their second key, they can keep the difference key according to their area [ Figure 6 ].
Group Manager : n1= {Sub-Group Manager : n1, n5, n12, n19}
Sub-Group Manager : {n1, n5, n11, n17} n1 = {n2, n3, n4} 
GK generation / Sharing
Each member generates GK using each member's information include key in existing method. But that is only joined member can generate the key. However, there is a disadvantage in case dynamic member changing, so when they are changing frequently, using it feels so hard. In this model, we suggested that GK generating without any computation and connecting each Member Key to each SGK. Therefore, Root transfers his SGK to SG after encryption using SGK. Then SG can take a key for group authentication after decrypt it and connection (GKn1:n11) [ Figure 5 ]. 
GK Updating and Sharing
All when member leaves, the related SGM changes the key by oneself. And the SGM sends to all members the new key with connection to GK like same way of GK generation. Also, SGM sends the updated SGK to Root with encryption using root's key. For example, when n8 leaves in network 2, SGM(n5) makes new_n5 and GKn1:new_n5} then send it to n6, n7. After then, because n8 doesn't know the new GK{GKn1:new_n5}, it can't rejoin to the group. Moreover new member want to join the group, it generates the new SGK with the same way in leaving to keep backward secrecy. 
Input : receive each member's key information
Analysis
The experiment set is in the table 1 and network sets like figure 5. We took a simulation with NS2, the whole simulation times are 500 sec, and it has four mobile nodes [ Table 1 ]. We can take the result of packets analysis before hashing and it was showed in plaintext of ID / Password [ Figure 10 ]. It has potential dangerous to be exposed by attackers after gathering all packets and analyzing them.
Figure 11. After Hash Processing
However, we found that it is difficult to take the plaintext after hashing the (ID, Password, Current_time) [ Figure 11 ]. During transferring to Server, because of sending in Hashed value, even if attackers catch transferring packets, they can't know user's Password. Besides, because Current_time was used as hash factor, attackers can't use the hashed value in future.
Authentication Time
If we set the time from user asking time to server reply time as the total user authentication time, user authentication time where takes in Server side will be divided between hash processing time and hash comparison time. We can take a hashing time like next notation, } ) {( 
That is, to get authentication time of T1 we can use below notation. 'Before HF1(Null||Null)Time ' means the set time to process it without any processing. But it be included the taking time from DB after requesting. 'HF1(ID1||Passwd1||Time1)' is real hashing time using prepared data. We define that finding time Hashing value (T1) is HF(%%) after processing. It will be proceeding by T20 like same way. Whenever they ask an authentication requesting, it can be allocated to each task into each divided process resource.
If there is a lot of requesting in the model, it can be concentration problem, and it has to divide as much the process requesting, so it may be delayed the average authentication. However, most of member can take a process quickly. Therefore, that is a good method if there is so many process requesting.
During the initial, first it will be scheduled the first requesting to each n User (point T1, T2, T3, [ Figure  5 ]), then whenever they ask new authentication, they give a process for it. All of them increase an authentication time because increase the number of an authentication requesting in event list if n is getting bigger If we suppose that there a n inactivity in the time and Ai sets a user's average inactivity gab, then it is the time from after a user's authentication finishing to next user's departure. However, because of memory less of exponential distribution, distribution of the rest of time by next authentication requesting has nothing to do with finishing from former asking. At moment, distribution of inactivity y in a user defines as below notation Figure 13 (a) shows us the amount of transferred data totally during experiment. N7 who is only in joining a Group transferred 407.06 bytes data more than other node. But n6 took a sending data as much 34.32 bytes. We set the more mobility time for n6, so it takes more loss time. So, n6's mobility times, that is, the table 3 shows us the comparison from 5.6 sec to 19.6 sec. Figure 15 shows us the authentication time of four mobile nodes (n4, n6, n13, n18) which already defined. Figure 16 is for the result of an authentication time of the fixed node and mobile node. We used only one way authentication, it would be needed two message to authentication. That is, it was used the authentication requesting and message for confirm. Exact time by experiment, (n4(0.0064/0.3328), n6(1.8368/1.664), n13(2.0032/1.4976), n18(0.5056/2.9952)). Although n18 of four mobile nodes is in network which set as bottle neck, because n6 and 13 is on the network with same level, it took a result of the same authentication time. However, n18 is asking the fast authentication requesting, it took difference time gab because of Bottle neck. 
Security Analysis
Backward secrecy
It has to not take the encrypted data before joining the group by new member. If new member joins a group, because they use the Sub-Group Key after update, they can't get the former key. Therefore, it is impossible to the decrypted the transferred data before.
Forward secrecy
The leaved member have to not see the data after leaving. In proposed article, if a member leaves from joining group, Sub-Group Manager would change the sub-group key immediately; it sends this information to the related member and Root. Finally it can be exchanged the Sub-Group Key in real time. Therefore, because the leaved member doesn't know the new group key, they can't know the transferring data after leaving.
Password Hidden
A Study on Users Authentication Method for Safety Group Decision System in Dynamic Small Group Hoon Ko , Carlos Freitas , Goreti Marreiros , and Carlos Ramos When users login, only then send (ID, Current_Time) to server not sending their password. That is, (ID, Current_Time)can be factors to hash function. Server takes a hash processing using (ID, Current_Time) with saved Password, which already saved, because users have to register them to use it. Surely, althought attackers can get transferring (ID, Current_Time) ), the attackers gained the difference hash value because they don't know the exact password. Therefore, this system can keep all passwords in safety like hidden.
Conclusion
We had studied the kind of authentication in Group Decision System include Group Communication according to Group Decision System's characteristic so far. To protect the outflow of ID / Password, we suggested using the hash for joining to Group Decision System by user, to defend the gathering of the transferring ID / Password during in communication by attackers. To solve the interrupting problem by attackers, we had proposed about the user's authentication, group authentication. But, still we can't work out some problem that there is weak point to authentication for fast sending. And we found the difference gab of data receiving between mobile who want to join a group and other node. Therefore, we need more study the extension, that is, to make an application to the various group decision systems.
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